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Intermediate SQL

Pratie Exerises

4.1 Consider the following SQL query that seeks to �nd a list of titles of all ourses

taught in Spring 2017 along with the name of the instrutor.

selet name, title

from instrutor natural join teahes natural join setion natural join ourse

where semester = �Spring� and year = 2017

What is wrong with this query?

4.2 Write the following queries in SQL:

a. Display a list of all instrutors, showing eah instrutor's ID and the num-

ber of setions taught. Make sure to show the number of setions as 0 for

instrutors who have not taught any setion. Your query should use an

outer join, and should not use subqueries.

b. Write the same query as in part a, but using a salar subquery and not

using outer join.

. Display the list of all ourse setions o�ered in Spring 2018, along with

the ID and name of eah instrutor teahing the setion. If a setion has

more than one instrutor, that setion should appear as many times in

the result as it has instrutors. If a setion does not have any instrutor,

it should still appear in the result with the instrutor name set to ���.

d. Display the list of all departments, with the total number of instrutors

in eah department, without using subqueries. Make sure to show depart-

ments that have no instrutors, and list those departments with an instru-

tor ount of zero.
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4.3 Outer join expressions an be omputed in SQL without using the SQL outer

join operation. To illustrate this fat, show how to rewrite eah of the following

SQL queries without using the outer join expression.

a. selet * from student natural left outer join takes

b. selet * from student natural full outer join takes

4.4 Suppose we have three relations r(A, B), s(B, C), and t(B, D), with all attributes

delared as not null.

a. Give instanes of relations r, s, and t suh that in the result of

(r natural left outer join s) natural left outer join t

attribute C has a null value but attribute D has a non-null value.

b. Are there instanes of r, s, and t suh that the result of

r natural left outer join (s natural left outer join t)

has a null value for C but a non-null value for D? Explain why or why not.

4.5 Testing SQL queries: To test if a query spei�ed in English has been orretly

written in SQL, the SQL query is typially exeuted on multiple test databases,

and a human heks if the SQL query result on eah test database mathes the

intention of the spei�ation in English.

a. In Setion 4.1.1 we saw an example of an erroneous SQL query whih was

intended to �nd whih ourses had been taught by eah instrutor; the

query omputed the natural join of instrutor, teahes, and ourse, and as

a result it unintentionally equated the dept name attribute of instrutor and

ourse. Give an example of a dataset that would help ath this partiular

error.

b. When reating test databases, it is important to reate tuples in referened

relations that do not have any mathing tuple in the referening relation

for eah foreign key. Explain why, using an example query on the univer-

sity database.

. When reating test databases, it is important to reate tuples with null

values for foreign-key attributes, provided the attribute is nullable (SQL

allows foreign-key attributes to take on null values, as long as they are not

part of the primary key and have not been delared as not null). Explain

why, using an example query on the university database.

Hint: Use the queries from Exerise 4.2.

4.6 Show how to de�ne the view student grades (ID, GPA) giving the grade-point

average of eah student, based on the query in Exerise 3.2; reall that we used

a relation grade points(grade, points) to get the numeri points assoiated with
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employee (ID, person name, street, ity)

works (ID, ompany name, salary)

ompany (ompany name, ity)

manages (ID, manager id)

Figure 4.12 Employee database.

a letter grade. Make sure your view de�nition orretly handles the ase of null

values for the grade attribute of the takes relation.

4.7 Consider the employee database of Figure 4.12. Give an SQL DDL de�nition

of this database. Identify referential-integrity onstraints that should hold, and

inlude them in the DDL de�nition.

4.8 As disussed in Setion 4.4.8, we expet the onstraint �an instrutor annot

teah setions in two di�erent lassrooms in a semester in the same time slot�

to hold.

a. Write an SQL query that returns all (instrutor, setion) ombinations that

violate this onstraint.

b. Write an SQL assertion to enfore this onstraint (as disussed in Se-

tion 4.4.8, urrent generation database systems do not support suh as-

sertions, although they are part of the SQL standard).

4.9 SQL allows a foreign-key dependeny to refer to the same relation, as in the

following example:

reate table manager

(employee ID har(20),

manager ID har(20),

primary key employee ID,

foreign key (manager ID) referenes manager(employee ID)

on delete asade )

Here, employee ID is a key to the table manager, meaning that eah employee

has at most one manager. The foreign-key lause requires that every manager

also be an employee. Explain exatly what happens when a tuple in the relation

manager is deleted.

4.10 Given the relations a(name, address, title) and b(name, address, salary), show

how to express a natural full outer join b using the full outer-join operation with

an on ondition rather than using the natural join syntax. This an be done using

the oalese operation. Make sure that the result relation does not ontain two
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opies of the attributes name and address and that the solution is orret even

if some tuples in a and b have null values for attributes name or address.

4.11 Operating systems usually o�er only two types of authorization ontrol for data

�les: read aess and write aess.Why do database systems o�er somany kinds

of authorization?

4.12 Suppose a user wants to grant selet aess on a relation to another user. Why

should the user inlude (or not inlude) the lause granted by urrent role in the

grant statement?

4.13 Consider a view v whose de�nition referenes only relation r.

�

If a user is granted selet authorization on v, does that user need to have

selet authorization on r as well? Why or why not?

�

If a user is granted update authorization on v, does that user need to have

update authorization on r as well? Why or why not?

�

Give an example of an insert operation on a view v to add a tuple t that is

not visible in the result of selet * from v. Explain your answer.
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